
Secure Your Vernadah

Available Installation Methods:
Hinged in Frame 
Hinged No Frame 
Multi-Fold (bottom only)
Available Colours:
White, Silver & Black

Important Note:
Flush bolts can not be fitted to the
section of the panels  the hardware is
attached to the tracking system.

Flush Bolts

Double Shoot Bolt
Available Installation  Methods
Hinged in Frame - A9300

Important Note
Available with a key lock only. Note: All
openings will be keyed alike as standard
for each other
Double Shoot Bolt default position is
centre unless specified in notes

Lockable Handles
Black - A9202
While - A9201

Important Note:
This handle can be deadlocked

Totally Outdoors Weatherwell Louvre
Shutters have a range of security and privacy
locks and bolts for your doors & window
shutters

Louvre Shutters
Locks, Bolts &
Brackets

Lockable Handles
Please note this is not a security
handle and can not be Dead Locked

Silver - A9200

Important Note:
When a handle is ordered with an 89 or
114mm blade its default poistion will be
adjancent to the mid rail so the handle
will clear the Blade position

 Making Project Come Alive

Security Bolt.
Available Installation Methods
Hinged In Frame
Hinged No Frame

Important Note:
The security bolt is stainless steel and
is placed at the top or bottom of the
selected panels(s) stile on the opposite
side of the hinges

Blade Stay
Available Colours:
Black & White - A9000

Important Note:
A blade lock is required every 1300mm
or where a split rotation is required.
Max panel height is 1800mm and will
require 2x blade locks. If a panel has a
mid-rail, a Blade Lock will be required
both above and below the mid-rail to
operate each section independently.
Positioning: If uneven number of blades,
it will default to one blade belowcentre
of section of blades
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